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Financial and legal status Damage

Things to know about BMW 4 2017 AI generated

The BMW 4 Series of 2017 is an excellent option for those looking for a 
luxuriously appointed sports car. There are several variations of this model 
available, each with its own specific set of features and specifications that make 
them stand out from one another. 

One of the most notable differences between the various trims of the BMW 4 
Series is the engine type. The baseline option is a 2.0-liter turbocharged four-
cylinder engine, which produces 248 horsepower. There is also a 3.0-liter 
turbocharged six-cylinder engine available, which ups the power output to an 
impressive 320 horsepower. Although the four-cylinder engine is undoubtedly a 
capable option, the six-cylinder engine offers a significant jump in performance 
for those willing to pay the extra cost.

Another significant difference between the different trims of the BMW 4 Series is 
its body type. There are two primary body types available: the two-door coupe 
and the four-door Gran Coupe. The coupe is the more traditional sports car 
design, with a sloping roofline and a long, low hood. The Gran Coupe, on the 
other hand, is a more practical option, offering four doors and a more spacious 
interior.

Other features that vary depending on the trim include the transmission, 
suspension, and brake system. The higher-end models typically come equipped 
with a sport-tuned suspension and upgraded brakes, while the lower-end models 
tend to stick with a more standard configuration. Additionally, some trims offer 
features like adaptive headlights, leather interior, and a sunroof, while others do 
not.



+31
Data sources
We checked 900+ data sources in 35 countries

Overall, the 2017 BMW 4 Series offers a wide range of options for buyers in the 
market for a luxury sports car. Whether you prefer a more powerful engine or a 
more practical body style, there is likely a trim of the 4 Series that will meet your 
needs.

This description is AI-generated and has not undergone human review for potential inaccuracies.

Theft
Is the vehicle currently marked as stolen? Was it stolen in the past? Has it been recovered?

We didn't find any records that the vehicle was stolen.

Police database stolen vehicle check completed in 11 countries:
+5

Here's what we checked:

Police database stolen vehicle check completed in:

Slovakia United States Denmark

Lithuania Czechia Slovenia

Currently wanted as
stolen

No record found

Stolen in the past
No record found

Current status unknown

Stolen in the past
No record found

Vehicle has been
recovered



Ukraine Finland Sweden

Canada Romania

Financial and legal status
Has the vehicle passed its technical inspections? Does it have property rights restrictions or outstanding
loans?

No financial restrictions found for this vehicle

Financial restrictions

Legal

Lease
No record found

No data available on
outstanding loan or
finance agreement

Operating-lease
No record found

No record of vehicle being
on an operating-lease

Unit-stocking
No record found

No record of vehicle being
under unit-stocking
finance

Technical inspection
(also known as
MOT)

No record found

No technical inspection
records found

Scrap
No record found

No record that vehicle was
marked as scrapped

Damage
Has this vehicle been damaged in the past? What was the value of the damages?



No damage records found

Damage records

Occasional inaccuracies can occur, especially when checking older vehicles. Underground repair shops may illegally
disguise vehicle defects or damages, not recording their existence anywhere. Sometimes, even vehicle VIN plates may be
replaced. We have a variety of methods to detect even such crimes, but it’s impossible to provide a 100% guarantee.

No damage found

Specs
What specs and equipment are on record for this vehicle?

Check whether the specs and equipment of this vehicle match the facts given by
the seller.

Identification and technical specifications

Make
BMW

Model
4

Variant
M4

Body type
Convertible

Manufacture year
2017

Fuel type
Gasoline

Model market
Europe
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Timeline
1 record found

The timeline of records for this vehicle

Records

2017-01
Country
unknown

Was manufactured

The country (or state) indicates either the location of the
manufacturing facility, assembly plant, or registration address of the
manufacturer. The date may be approximate.


